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SUNNYSIDE PARK - THE VILLAGE VIBE -

SUNNYSIDE PARK CONTEXT

COMMUNITY, PLAY & RELAX

Existing Trees to be retained and
protected

Multi-unit integrate slide and climb
elements with activities at ground
level to support social and physical
play opportunities

TBM RIVET
RL 127.30 AHD
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TBM RIVET
RL 127.49 AHD

Swings located away from the
main movement patterns - provide
opportunities for universal access
and multigenerational use consider basket swing on senior
frame, toddler seat or Joey seat,
strap seat and a five way swing
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Carparking design consistent with
Olga Avenue & off street drop off
parallel parking
Universally designed unisex toilet
facilities with baby change. Walls
clad with artistic interpretation

Shelter structure located for
viewing court sports and play area
refuge

Entrance feature - including artistic
interpretative & direction art, water
refill station, dog bags, shade tree,
seat, bicycle storage etc

Seating & entrance provide a
range of seating and gathering
spaces throughout
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Ballcourt pad & rebound wall
painted with artistic interpretation potential inclusion of heavy duty
junior basketball net

HORSHAM PM 131
RL 126.97 AHD

Relocation of water
storage tanks behind
cricket nets

Granitic gravel trail

TBM RIVET
RL 127.49 AHD
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Playspace - unite existing single
pieces into a universally accessible
area with an additional climbing
cube and rocker surrounded by
future shade trees and balancing
edges

Legacy trees in lawn
Entrance from Olga Avenue feature pergola with vines over,
seating shade, no trees within 10
metres of bowling green

Gathering area with a variety of
different opportunities under
shade surrounded by low planting
and vines overhead

Olga Avenue garden bed to
meander with a 'seating edge' to
create additional nooks for
seating, shade trees and planting

Playful elements potential to
include inground trampolines,
table tennis, rock boulder seating
and stage

LAWN
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Opportunity for food/cafe
van integrated with park
and precinct access

Multi-generational equipment
variety of static and dynamic
equipment with a variety of
opportunities for group fitness,
physiotherapy programmable
space, school active area and
aged care mobility. Inclusion of
shade overhead and seating
opportunities

Lawn area for kick-a-bout, play,
picnics and shade trees for legacy
planting
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LAWN

Entrance elements of
wayfinding signage, water
refill, dog bags, etc

TIMBER LOG EDGING

FEATURE TIMBER LOG

LEGEND
BUILDING LAYOUT

Outdoor learning
environment to relate to
Horsham PS (298 Campus)
with a variety of
gathering/ learning areas
including log stumps, rock
boulders and deck
platforms

Shelter BBQ and picnic
facilities with room for
relocatable stand for
viewing ball courts

Ballcourt pad to be
extended to
accommodate an
additional tennis court
and linemarked with
basketball/tennis.
Maintain north south
orientation of all courts

Nature Play encourage
indigenous planting of
swale/drainage line equal cut and fill incorporate logs & rock
boulders for play, cubby
and investigation

Legacy trees continue to
plant for future shade and
biodiversity

Viewing & gathering area
integrated into the
surroundings to provide
social areas for spectators
and players
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Building renovations to
consider shared facility
opportunities with onsite
sports. Consider decking
to the north for
transparent views through
the site, integrated store,
retaining of existing trees,
viewing platform all sports
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TIMBER DECKING

EXISTING TREES TO BE RETAINED AND
PROTECTED

TABLE TENNIS TABLE

INGROUND TRAMPOLINE
PROPOSED TREES

PERGOLA
PROPOSED GARDEN BEDS

LAWN (IRRIGATED)

ASPHALT SURFACE

COMPACTED GRANITIC SAND
SURFACE
SYNTHETIC GRASS CARPET
(NON-IMPACT ATTENUATING)
ACRYLIC SURFACE WITH LINEMARKNG

TIMBER LOG EDGING

FEATURE TIMBER LOG
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INTERPRETIVE ART ELEMENTS

INCLUSIVE WATER REFILL
STATIONS
DOG BAGS

SHADE ELEMENTS

PLAYGROUND MULCH
(IMPACT ATTENUATING TO AS 4422)

ROCK EDGING

Sunnyside Park

TIMBER BALANCE, PLAY &
SHELTER

UNIT PAVING

POROUS PAVING
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TIMBER DECKING

CONCRETE PAVING

WETPOUR SYNTHETIC SURFACE (IMPACT
ATTENUATING TO AS4422)

Sunnyside Park - Landscape Concept Layout Details
1:500

Shared trail granitic gravel
2500mm wide consistent
width connection
throughout the park

VERTICAL LOG EDGING

BOUNDARY FENCELINE

FEATURE PAVING

Shared pathway
compacted granitic
gravel 2500mm wide
pathway throughout the
reserve for all user groups
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Shelter & BBQ with seating

ACCESSIBLE BBQ FACILITIES

BICYCLE STORAGE FACILITIES

LIGHTING

